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Summary of Progress this Report: 
This week we have begun testing the basic functions of our new ground control app. While the initial testing has been 
mostly successful, there is much improvement to be made. We each spent time improving and preparing to finish the 
different sections of the project we are in charge of to be able to create basic full stack functionality by the end of next 
period. These project sections, as stated previously, include our ground station app, development board functionality, 
mavlink interpreter, bluetooth connectivity, Google Glass back end, and Google Glass UI. 

 
Pending Issues: 
● Unsure why our app works on some android emulations and not on others 
● Can not connect drone simulations with android emulators on the same device 
● Significant lag when running QGroundControl on the Development board and a drone simulation on an external computer 

 
Plans for Upcoming Report Period: 
● Finish basic UDP android app 
● Find and improve the source of the lag between QGroundControl on the development board and an external drone 

simulation 
● Connect all parts of the project to provide a full stack demonstration 

Individual Contributions: 

Team Member Contribution Period 
Hours 

Total 
Hours 

Nick Pelland Started developing program to listen to UDP port that we now have QGC output 
on android. Setup and tested simulations of our new QGC app on our 
development board. 

6 65 

Nick Behrens Made modifications to make QGroundControl more modular. I moved all my 
changes to a new class and then just call that class whenever we get a new 
mavlink message. I also was able to compile QGroundControl for Android, which 
we got running on the development board.  

45 105 

Ethan Sabado Built a JSON parser for the Google Glass application. Display changes depending 
on the JSON input. 

10 67 

Ridwan Faniyi Finishing up and fixing code with the Bluetooth app 2 47 

Ryan Decker None 0 50 

Jarrett Betke Faced a fair amount of issues with QGroundControl on the emulator. Looking into 
port listening on Android OS and other network capabilities, ie creating a socket 
for both a device with ArduPilot and the Development board with QGroundControl.  

8 51 


